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Having
Fun
in the
Co-Taught
Classroom:
5 Ideas
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researcher/consultant/author

•

author of several books
on inclusive ed (e.g., autism,
planning)
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former K-12 special
education teacher/inclusion
facilitator, professor of
education, district
administrator
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author
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author of 14 books
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former professor of
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• teacher/
student
• supervisor/
teacher
• co-teachers
• co-presenters
• co-authors
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How can 2 (or more) partners boost
creativity, joy & FUN in the classroom?

set a date
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No time for drama?
I’ll help you
connect with
your
collaborative
partners!
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What is a toy you had as a kid that everyone else wanted?
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•What do you think is most important for
me to know about you?
•What is one of your favorite
lessons/ideas/concepts/units to teach?

school
stuff

•What are your strengths?
•What are your pet peeves?
•What do you think will be the best part of
co-teaching? The most challenging?
•Describe your teaching style.
•What are your planning preferences?
•How will we interact with parents?
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• Arthur Aron: “The Experimental Generation of
Interpersonal Closeness”
• “One key pattern associated with the development of a
close relationship among peers is sustained, escalating,
reciprocal, personalistic self-disclosure.”
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add rituals
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Examples:
• integrating props (e.g. soap box, pencil for 2)
• greeting students at the door

• ending the day with a community building exercise
(e.g., “In a word…”)
• introducing “characters” (e.g., Holmes & Watson, Bill
Nye)
• whole class selfies to celebrate milestones
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make a moment
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Examples:
• elevation: lift students out of normal routines
(e.g., Harlem Renaissance dance party)
• insight: provide clarity
(e.g., innovation day)
• connection: defining social moments
(e.g., coffee talk)
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get all
matchy-matchy
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celebrate
• Get dressed!
• Possibilities are endless (e.g., prey/predator;
character/setting; acute angle/obtuse angle,
bee/flower, “related” historical figures).
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for more on celebrating co-teaching
[YouTube: Paula Kluth]

You should celebrate! Why?
You & your partner…
• taught a great lesson
• had a breakthrough with a student
• connected with a family
• made great progress toward a co-teaching goal
• role-shared in a new way
• bonded with new classroom turtle
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Final thoughts?
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